
tips Keep your note simple and within one page. Often simple
messages mean the most.
Remember that refugees come from a variety of backgrounds and
aren’t refugees forever. Don’t assume anything about their faith or
culture. Keep it light and focus on encouragement and support.
Avoid writing 'welcome to Australia' because the kids might have
been in Australia for a while already.
Presume the kids speak English well. Most of the kids RMCC
supports are bilingual or trilingual!
Have fun! Feel free to decorate your note or add pictures to it.
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       The brighter, the better!

Over 2,000 children from refugee and
migrant backgrounds start school in
Victoria every year.

It’s not just the school that’s different.
The language, culture, education system,
friends and expectations are usually
different too.

By writing a note of encouragement, you
can make a kid feel welcome and wish
them a great year at school in 2022. 
RMCC (Refugee Migrant Children Centre)
will put your note into the backpack of
school materials we give them. 

The kids will be delighted to discover your
note and read your well wishes.

Introduce yourself! Ask their name and introduce them to your friends.
Learn to pronounce their name properly, even if it's unfamiliar.
Offer to show them around the school.
If they look unsure or left out, invite them to join you and your friends.
Let them know about the school's clubs, sports teams or lunchtime
activities, so they can join in if they're interested.
Give them a smile or a wave whenever you cross their path.
Kids from refugee and migrant backgrounds sometimes experience
other kids making fun of their lunch foods or snacks. Don't do this,  
 and don't let others do it either.
Be their ally. Let them know you're someone they can come to if they
have questions or want help.

STARTING SCHOOL IN A
NEW COUNTRY TAKES  

courage

YOU CAN HELP MAKE IT

easier

NOTE-WRITING

WAYS YOU CAN MAKE A NEW KID FEEL

welcome
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